A firm with a product that competes in a market that has a complementary product (in a different market) must consider the interdependence between the complementary products as well as the competition within markets. If the firm participates in both markets, the balancing act becomes even more challenging. This paper provides insights about strategies in this latter setting. When should the firm seek to keep its products closed to competitor's complementary products, and when would the firm would be better off by accepting a common standard? To address these questions, we employ standard game theoretic analysis to a simple spatial model that captures aspects of both inter-market externalities and intra-market competition. We find that if a firm participates in both markets and chooses a closed standard, it achieves lower profits compared to an open standard, but greater market share. Surprisingly, we find that customers are better off when standards are kept proprietary.
Introduction
In the summer of 2004, RealNetworks released software (ironically called "Harmony") as part of its music player RealPlayer 10.5 that allowed music buyers to purchase from Real's online store music that worked on multiple DRM formats. 1 With this software, buyers could now buy songs that played not only on non-Apple MP3 players (as before), but also on Apple Computer, Inc.'s MP3 player, the iPod. Apple quickly expressed displeasure. "We are stunned that RealNetworks has adopted the tactics and ethics of a hacker to break into the iPod," the company declared in a press release. Apple further warned its customers that "when we update our iPod software from time to time it is highly likely that Real's Harmony technology will cease to work with current and future iPods" (Macnewsworld 2004) .
A firm with a product that competes in a market that has a complementary product (in a different market) must consider the interdependence between the complementary products as well as the competition within markets. If the firm also participates in the market for the complementary product, the balancing act becomes even more challenging. This paper provides insights about strategies in this latter setting, such 1 Music distributed on the Internet predominantly uses a standard, abbreviated as MP3, that was developed by the Moving Picture's Expert Group for coding audio visual information in a digital compressed format.
Music websites combine the MP3 standard with Digital Rights Management (DRM) to protect the intellectual property of the artists. The use of different DRM formats raises the possibility/reality of incompatibilities between MP3 players and the various music websites. It is possible for savvy consumers to convert MP3 files from one DRM format to another, but the process is awkward and time consuming.
as Apple Computer's complementary iPod players and iTunes music versus their competitors in the markets for MP3 players and for downloadable songs. The availability of hardware (MP3 players) and software (music available for the players) each influence demand for the other market.
It is interesting to note that Apple did not embrace the opening of a market that provided a positive externality to its iPod customers, who now had more choices for their music purchases. Ignoring the fact that Real's actions made the iPod more attractive, Apple instead chose to fight against RealPlayer as a competitor to iTunes.
Was Apple's resistance to an open standard for music appropriate, or was it misguided? When should a firm make its technology exclusive to its own standard, and
when should it open up? Assuming a firm is seeking closure, which side of the two-sided market should be exclusive? For example, should Apple design iPod to play only songs purchased from iTunes and/or should the iTunes shop sell files that can be played only on the iPod? How are these dynamics affected by the relative attractiveness of the firm's products vis-à-vis competitor's products?
In 2005, the iPod family owned 73% of the market for MP3 players and iTunes owned 75% of the market for downloading (legal) music (Leonard 2006) . How is market share related to the attractiveness of a closed market?
The problem of competition across complementary markets can also be of interest to lawmakers, as highlighted by Gilbert and Riordan (1995) , Evans (2002) , Gandal We find that if the firm participating in both markets chooses a closed standard, it achieves lower profits, lower prices, and higher market share compared to using an open standard. Together with lower prices, maintaining a high market share under a closed standard provides barriers to entry, closing a large part of the market to possible entrants.
Customers under closed standards are captive to that standard, and any future purchases must remain with the same firm if customers want to retain the benefit from earlier purchases in the complementary market of that standard. While the desire for a high market share and enhanced barriers to entry might explain a firm's use of a proprietary standard, we also surprisingly find that consumers may actually be better off under closed standards.
most of the literature that applies these models to the case where positive externality between markets is derived from product complementarity (e.g., Bhaskaran and Gilbert 2005 , Parker and Van Alstyne 2005 , Heese and Pun 2006 , in our model the two markets might present the same set of customers. But we do not require that a consumer who purchases a product of a certain standard in one market buy a product of this standard in the matched market. Consumers are free to choose their preferred product in either market; however, other things equal, matched products provide the higher utility. In contrast to the above articles, where the product compatibility structure is taken as exogenous, our work specifically addresses the question of when a firm might prefer proprietary to open standards.
Research that considers the issue of compatibility in markets for product systems usually focuses on how compatibility (or not) affects the equilibrium market structure or product variety (Economides 1991 , Economides and Flyer 1997 , Caillaud and Jullien 2003 , Kang et al. 2004 ). Katz and Shapiro (1994) provide a qualitative discussion of systems competition between product systems. Unlike our paper, most of this research assumes a symmetric ownership structure, where the providers of complementary products are all either vertically integrated or independent. Kang et al. (2004) derive conditions for an asymmetric structure in equilibrium, but in their model product systems are always incompatible. Church and Gandal (2000) consider two markets for complementary products (two types of hardware and two types of software), and study the incentives of a hardware provider to vertically integrate with the matched software firm, and then to make the product system incompatible to the competitors. Besides specifying conditions when such behavior is an equilibrium, Church and Gandal also discuss welfare implications of such closure. While closely related to our work, their research differs from ours in several important aspects. First, they assume one-way externality, such that software variety benefits hardware sales, but not vice versa. Also, while their hardware market is differentiated and based on a Hotelling-type model (Hotelling 1929) , their software market is not differentiated. The role of the software market as a support for the hardware market is also captured in their sequential game structure, where hardware prices are set before software prices. We assume more equivalent markets that mutually support each other (two-way externality). Customers have preferences for each product type, and we assume that prices in the two markets are set simultaneously. Like Church and Gandal, we find that closure leads to lower prices, since the integrated firm internalizes the externality across markets. However, while closure always decreases consumer welfare in their model, we find that customers might actually benefit from proprietary standards.
The Model
Assume there are two markets for complementary product types 1 and 2 (indexed with m ). Assume these markets are of equal size 3 , and without loss of generality, we normalize them to size one. There are competing providers in each market. Similar to 3 Our model can be extended here to capture differences between market sizes, and later to capture differences in costs and consumer preferences. The resulting expressions for equilibrium solutions in these more general settings are unwieldy. We focus on the simplified model to derive analytic insights into the problem of interest.
Armstrong 2002, we model complementarity by assuming that sales of a product in one market has a positive effect on the utility that customers derive from a compatible product on the other market. For example, consider the case where there are two different standards A and B (indexed with s ), such that each of the two products in market 1 can only be used with the corresponding product (i.e., that has the same standard) in market 2. In this case, a sales increase of the product with standard A in market 1 will increase the utility that customers in market 2 derive from owning a product of standard A.
We assume that the customers in each of the two markets are heterogeneous in their preferences with respect to the two providers, and we use a Hotelling-type model to derive the respective market shares. (See Lancaster 1990 for a discussion of the application of Hotelling models in non-spatial contexts.) In particular, customers' preferences for their "ideal product" in each market are uniformly and independently distributed along a line segment of unity length. Given our interest in the competitive dynamics in such a setting as well as the complexity of the problem and the model, we simplify the analysis by beginning with an assumption of full market coverage. (As a consequence, in this section we use the terms sales and market share interchangeably.) In addition, we assume that the offered products perfectly fit the customers at the extreme points of the markets, represented as the end points of the line segments. All other customers incur a disutility corresponding to the position on the line of their ideal point versus the end point. In section 4.3 we extend this model to consider the case where customer ideal points extend infinitely beyond the firms' products' positions such that there is not full market coverage, and then pricing affects total industry sales.
Let α denote the strength of the externality effect between the two markets, in either direction, and assume that a customer in market m has a base reservation price m R for a unit of product, before considering the externality from the complementary product.
For ease of exposition, we use m to denote the market that is complementary to market
). Similarly, define s as the standard that competes with standard s
The positive externality from the market of the complementary product increases the customers' utility for the compatible product. with the purchase of a product of standard A at retail price Am P and ( )
with the purchase of a product of standard B at retail price 
Note that for any product, the adjusted reservation price sm R on the right hand side of equation (1) 
We generally assume that the product providers set retail prices simultaneously and solve for the resulting Nash Equilibrium. The ownership structure of the markets determines the optimization objectives. In this paper, we focus on the case where one firm controls products associated with standard A , while the providers of the competing standard B are independent. Thus, the prices 1 A P and 2 A P will be set to maximize joint
, whereas the providers for the two products associated with standard B each independently set their respective prices Bm P to maximize their individual profits Bm π .
We take the perspective of the owner of standard A (firm A) who participates in both markets. We assume that the providers of products 1 B and 2 B support open standards and that it is for firm A to decide whether to join that standard or whether to maintain a closed proprietary standard. 4 We determine the effect of A's decision on profits, prices, and sales.
Analysis & Results
We begin our analysis with a base model of identical firms and comparable products and focus on the differences arising from the different ownership structures. In section 4.1 we use the base model to show how firm A is able to internalize and capitalize on the cross-market externality by jointly optimizing its pricing in both markets while firms B1 and B2 must independently maximize profits of their respective products. In section 4.2, we extend the base model to capture a customer preference for one product, introducing an additional asymmetry that allows differences in customer preferences (reservation prices) between products in one market. In section 4.3, we consider an extension of the base model that relaxes the assumption of full market coverage.
Specifically, in order to capture both competition between firms as well as price-elastic market size, we assume that markets expand beyond the products' locations.
Across all models, we assume that it is Firm A that chooses whether to keep markets 1 and 2 closed. If firm A chooses a closed market, the products using standard A are incompatible with products using standard B. 4 For simplicity, we will denote the firm that provides the product Bm as firm Bm.
Capitalizing on Ownership Structure
Given the generally symmetric structure across both markets and firms, any differences in profits, prices, and sales of the two standards arise solely from the ownership structure: Firm A participates across both markets while firms B1 and B2 operate autonomously in markets 1 and 2, respectively. Since firm A has ownership across both markets, it is able to internalize the complementarity, such that resulting profits, prices, and sales are not necessarily symmetric.
We make the following assumptions that ensure the existence of a unique equilibrium. In determining prices, firm A needs to consider the involved inter-market dynamics in the trade-off between market share and profit. For instance, if firm A opens market 1, a benefit accrues to the competing product B2 in the complementary market.
Hence, a focus on bolstering profit margins for product A1 (rather than market share) also benefits firm A by limiting the market share that is compatible to the competitor's product B2. On the other hand, an increase in market share of product A1 improves the competitive positioning of product A2, which is compatible only to product A1. Hence, focusing on market share for product A1 supports A2's market share, which can in turn benefit the competitive position of firm A1, as it reduces the externality effect for product B1, which is not compatible with product A2.
Since these mutually reinforcing effects continue ad infinitum, it is difficult to tell the final outcome that A's opening of market 1 has on prices. Proposition 2b indicates that under a closed standard, firm A will price lower than firm B in both markets. Only firm A can strategically control the externalities in these closed markets, and we will see below that these lower prices lead to increased market share which benefits A alone.
Under open standards, prices will be identical in both markets.
When firm A chooses to open only one of the markets, say market 1, firm A will undercut the competitor's price in the closed market 2, while it will price higher than the competition in market 1.
Though not customer-centric in terms of functionality, proprietary standards benefit customers in terms of lower prices compared to the open standard case. With closed standards the firm has greater incentive to increase market share in order to capture the beneficial cross-market externalities.
It can easily be shown that, under symmetry, all firms charge prices above their respective cost. We will see that this is not necessarily true in settings where markets or firms are asymmetric (cf. Proposition 6). Under those circumstances, firm A might find it beneficial to price below cost and hence sacrifice profits in one market in order to gain advantages in the complementary market. In our model, closed markets lead to lower profits and prices, but higher market shares. Our model so far has assumed symmetric products. In seeking additional insight, we next relax one of the symmetry assumptions: we allow the reservation prices in one of the markets to differ.
The Impact of Consumer Preferences for one Product
Throughout this section we assume that the reservation price for product A1 differs from that of B1 by θ , i.e. the reservation price for product A1 is θ On the other hand, if firm A chooses a proprietary standard for both markets or for market 1 only, there may be sufficient incentive to price product A1 below cost in order to support product A2. If firm A has the less preferred product in market 1, it might price that product below cost to support the more profitable product in market 2. Firm A never prices below cost in market 2, i.e. in the market where products are equally liked by customers.
Endogenous Market Size
In the previous sections, we assumed full market coverage in a model with both intra-market competition and cross-market externalities. We found that in such a setting, where total market size is independent of industry prices, a firm that participates in both markets (firm A) in the short term would always be better off by agreeing to open standards, even when its product is more desirable.
We have found closed markets to be suboptimal. However, our assumption of fixed industry sales provides a possible alternative explanation for our findings -if market size varied in industry prices, maintaining a closed standard could actually be more profitable, if lower prices induced a sufficient increase in demand.
In this section, we consider an extension of the base model where each firm's pricing decision affects not only market share, but also market penetration. As before, there are some customers with ideal points between those matched by the two products and we normalize the distance between these two products' locations to one. In order to capture elasticity of demand with respect to the different prices, we now assume that each firm is no longer at an extreme point of the market. Instead, there are customers with ideal points in the regions beyond the locations of the products of each firm, such that the product from one firm will clearly be preferred by those customers. These customers would not buy a product of the competing standard, and will only buy the preferred supplier's product if it is sufficiently close to the customer's ideal point. To ensure both competition between the firms and positive elasticity of industry demand, we assume that the products' reservation prices are sufficiently high to cover the market between the products' locations but that the markets extend infinitely in each direction such that there will always be some customers with ideal points sufficiently distant from the firm's products that they do not buy. The purpose of this extension of our model is to test whether a firm with presence in both markets (firm A) still finds open standards more profitable than closed standards, given that lower prices under closed standards might increase market penetration. In order to derive analytical insights in this more complex model, in this section we focus on the fully symmetric case, assuming identical costs and reservation prices in both markets.
Since market size now is endogenous, we make a straightforward adjustment to how complementarity effects are modeled. Specifically, we assume that the cross-market externalities are affected by demand rather than market share. (Demand and market share are the same in the base model.)
Using "0" to denote the no-purchase option, The derivation of the different price equilibria is very similar to the base case.
Specifically, analogous to Assumption 1 for this case we assume that
As before, this assumption assures (joint) strict concavity of the optimal price response functions and thereby ensures the existence of a unique price equilibrium. The base case required α > t ; for stability in this extension with endogenous market size, we need intra-market preferences that are at least twice as strong. The intuition arises from noting that in this model, other things being equal, a price decrease leads to market share gains on both sides of the product's location.
Proposition 7 compares the resulting profits for firm A depending on A's decision
to open or close standards for the base case extended to consider endogenous market size.
Details on the derivation of the equilibria are given in the appendix.
Proposition 7:
closed A open A π π > Extending the result in Proposition 1 (for a market of fixed size), we find that firm A would profit from adhering to open standards, even in a setting where market size is price dependent.
Discussion & Conclusion
Our model suggests that Apple might be pursuing market share, as opposed to singularly focusing on profits. We have seen that, at least in the short term of our singleperiod model, market share is higher under a closed strategy. But our model does not quantify the benefits of future purchases. What could be the long-term rationale for Apple's resistance to an open standard for music? Consider that in the long run, Apple's customers may be captive. If an Apple customer returns to the MP3 market to buy the next generation hardware, a closed standard will increase the likelihood that the customer remain with Apple -the iPod is the only hardware that would work with the customer's portfolio of music from iTunes. A longer-term strategy may seek to capture benefits that arise with higher market shares over multiple periods.
A closed market strategy has an additional benefit for a dominant player in that it contributes to barriers to entry. More market share (arising from a closed strategy) implies that less market share is available to possible entrants in the complementary markets. An entrant into the music business could only sell to non-iPod customers, while an entrant in the MP3 player market cannot serve iTunes customers. Given Apple's shares in these markets, an entrant will not be able to capture significant externality benefits from the low markets accessible to non-Apple products. In addition, the closed market strategy results in lower prices, which also contribute as a barrier to entry: there is less money to be made per unit sold into a market with lower prices. This rationale might provide insights into the difference between the iPod and iTunes results versus those of personal computers and operating systems. Apple chose a closed market for its personal computers and operating system, but its market share never rose much above 12%. When market shares are high, a closed strategy contributes to barriers to entry and captive customers. When market shares are low, the closed market may lose over time with dwindling market shares as customers move to the dominant Apple's markets closed makes it more difficult for these (and other) players to enter the market.
In this paper we have shown that Apple's strategy to maintain a proprietary standard for its iPod and iTunes products might be consistent with a profitable long-term objective that gains significant market share and maintains it by providing customers an incentive to stay with the standard for future purchases.
Our model is a stylized abstraction of a specific ownership structure. Some additional insights might arise from the relaxation of our various symmetry constraints.
In addition, it might be fruitful to use our modeling framework to analyze alternative ownership structures. For example, in addition to having firm A own products in both markets, there could be a single firm B that competes with products in both markets.
Alternatively, there could be four independent firms each with a product in one of the two markets.
Competition in complementary markets arises in multiple settings and various incarnations. In the 1980s, JVC's VHS video ultimately prevailed over Sony's Betamax.
The stage is now set for a possible reprise featuring DVD recordings in high definition.
Sony is determined to prevail this time with its Blu-ray technology in competition with the rival technology from Toshiba Corp. The HD DVD battle is a variant of our model in that the markets are undeveloped. The battle is ensuing before there is any market share.
There is tremendous concern that two closed standards will result in market confusion and significantly impede customer acceptance of the technology. Thus, Sony and Toshiba both seek an open standard -but each player seeks for theirs to be the standard. Sony will participate in both markets: in addition to selling DVD players, Sony owns much of the content (i.e., movies) sold in the complementary market for DVD players.
Other examples of competition in complementary markets include operating systems and office applications (e.g., Microsoft Windows and Office), Internet providers and Voice Over Internet Phone (VOIP) service (Time Warner and others), printers and ink cartridges, and razors and blades. We have seen that when there is competition in complementary markets, a firm that participates in both markets can gain market share and increase barriers to entry by seeking closure.
Derivation of the Equilibria
We consider 4 cases, depending on firm A's decision to open both markets, market 1 only, market 2 only, or to close both markets, respectively. Firm A's decision affects which products in the two markets are compatible (e.g., under the closed scenario, product A1 can only be used with product A2, whereas it can be used with either product of type 2 in the open1 scenario or the open scenario) and it thus directly affects the magnitude of the cross-market externalities. Specifically, adjusted reservation prices are determined as follows:
Scenario "closed" The resulting equilibrium profits and demands for each case can be obtained by substituting the corresponding prices into the respective functions (see equation 1 and following discussion).
Parametric Conditions for Interior Equilibria
Our focus on interior solutions implies the following limitations on the difference in reservation prices: 
The corresponding results for the competitor's market shares follow directly from the assumptions of full market coverage and fixed market size. 
is true by (L7). , and this threshold is negative.
When firm A has a disadvantage in market 1 ( 0 < θ ) and market 1 is closed, firm A might price below cost in market 1. We prove this statement by example: We have 
Proof of Proposition 7:
We first sketch the derivation of the equilibria under the "open" and the "closed" scenarios for the case where total market demand is price elastic. We limit this derivation to the case with 0 = θ . The proof of the proposition (using these equilibrium profits) is contained in the second part.
Derivation of the equilibrium profits For the "closed" scenario, the customer that is indifferent between product sm and the nopurchase option is determined through the equality 0 ) ( In both cases sales of the individual products can be derived by simultaneously solving the equation Substituting these prices into firm A's profit function gives the equilibrium profits as: 
